RS5100 Back of Hand Mount
Installation Guide

Back of Hand Mount
The Back of Hand Mount (which includes a hand strap), allows the RS5100 to be worn on the back of your hand and provides a remote finger trigger. It is one size to fit all and is ambidextrous.

To attach the back of hand mount, perform the following three steps:

1. Install the strap to the back of hand assembly (there is a difference for a right hand user and a left hand user)
2. Position the back of hand mount on the hand
3. Install the RS5100 onto the back of hand mount.

Install Strap: Right Hand User
To install the strap to the back of hand assembly for a right hand user:

1. Hold the Y shape strap in one hand and the back of hand assembly in the other hand.
2. Slide one end of the strap with the snap through the top left slot on the back of hand assembly and snap into place.
3. Slide the other end of the strap with the snap through the bottom left slot on the back of hand assembly and snap into place.
4. Slide the remaining long end of the strap with the velcro through the right center slot of the back of hand assembly and velcro in place.

Position Strap on Hand
To position the back of hand mount on the hand:

1. Slide your hand through the strap, with your thumb through the smaller opening between the two snaps and your remaining four fingers through the larger opening.
2. Adjust the velcro to a comfortable position.
3. Pull the finger trigger to place it over your index finger and slide the finger trigger down the index finger.
4. Rotate the finger trigger so that the trigger button is easy access to your thumb.

Install Strap: Left Hand User
To install the strap to the back of hand assembly for a left hand user:

1. Hold the Y shape strap in one hand and the back of hand assembly in the other hand.
2. Slide one end of the strap with the snap through the top right slot on the back of hand assembly and snap into place.
3. Slide the other end of the strap with the snap through the bottom right slot on the back of hand assembly and snap into place.
4. Slide the remaining long end of the strap with the velcro through the left center slot of the back of hand assembly and velcro in place.
Install RS5100

To install the RS5100 onto the back of hand mount:

1. Align the contacts on the RS5100 assembly with the contacts on the back of hand mount and engage the slot (located at the top of the RS5100 on the backside) on the RS5100 with the opening at the top of the back of hand mount.

2. Push down on the RS5100 to snap into place.

Detach RS5100

To detach the RS5100 from the back of hand mount, press the release buttons on both sides of the back of hand mount using your thumb and middle finger, and lift the RS5100 off the back of hand mount using your index finger.